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Cincinnati is certainly judged by its chili. Some claim it's not even chili, but those are just fighting

words to natives who have developed the crave. Cincinnati is a long way from El Paso, and our chili

is not Tex-Mex style. It is a unique blend typically served as a three-way: over spaghetti and

covered in shredded cheddar cheese. From its 1922 roots with the Slavic-Macedonian immigrant

brothers Kiradjieff in a burlesque theater, Cincinnati chili has become a million-dollar industry

supporting 250 chili parlors. Many chili parlors have come and gone, but a few familiar names

remain: Dixie, Camp Washington, Gold Star, Price Hill and Skyline. This is their amazing chili story.
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If you like Cincinnati chili and have at least a passing interest in Cincinnati history, then you will find

a lot to like about this book. Unfortunately, you will also find quite a number of irrelevant, useless

factoids. Author Woellert has evidently done much research and interviewing, but seems to have

been compelled to work every fact he gathered into this book, no matter how well it fits.We are

provided with details such as what area of Macedonia each chili pioneer's ancestor lived in, where

the pioneer lived in Cincinnati in each stage of his career (often down to the specific street address),

and other extraneous facts. Furthermore, chapters (one for each chain) are not well integrated and

so the same information is presented over and over in different contexts.There are also some

glaring errors. Woellert claims that Simon Leis was Cincinnati police chief (he was Hamilton County



Sheriff), that violinist Conny Kiradjieff was conductor and music director of the Cincinnati Symphony

orchestra (he never was), and that Communists invaded Greece in 1940 (it was the Italian fascists,

followed by the Germans).The writing is generally pretty good, although chili parlor owners are

invariably described as "proud" and every business district is said to be "bustling". And then there is

my favorite line in the book (p. 164). Discussing Pleasant Ridge Chili, Woellert tells us that "After

passing away in 2010, Sideris's son, Dan, now runs the parlor." Nice trick!

Born in Cincy. First chili experience was at Vine and McMillan. Chili was a dollar then. At St X

downtown found The Empress on Fifth St. '56-'57. On to Camp Washington while at XU and UC.

This book is one I always wanted to write, but as you see it has spawned a lot of fond memories.

When I am laid to rest at Spring Grove cemetary, I want this book and a 5-way on my gravestone.

Both will assure a place in Heaven.

Being a Cincinnati native I found the book well written and detailed. Could I have used a little less "

in the old country" background , probably. However the mingling of the chili families in Cincinnati

was very enlightening. Overall a fast and interesting read about one of the things that makes

Cincinnati unique.

If you want to know the real sotry of Greek/Macedonian-style chili, read this book about Cincinnati

and surrounding area. History before before Goldstar, Empress, and Skyline! The former Crystal

Chili of Newport.

While I have not tried all of the parlors mentioned, I grew up with the development of Cincinnati Chili

starting in 1948 and remember many of the locations included. This is a very accurate summation of

the story of Cincinnati Chili and I still eat it whenever possible.

If you're from Cincinnati it's always Chili Time! Wherever you are you will crave it and never know

why! This book is a wonderful read about the many families who started the chili craving in

Cincinnati. Their stories are interesting, intertwining and proof of the hard working immigrants in

Cincinnati during 1920 - 1960. Their only goals were to be successful to working and providing a

better life for their families. Now the story of their success has become a part of Cincinnati's History

as a known landmark for all our Chili Cravings! The author, Dann Woellert did a terrific job with his

discoverings of the Authentic History. It's also a "fun" read! *Warning: with each page read, you will



Crave "Cincy Chili!"

The book is interesting - a lovely tour of the Cincy chili industry. However, the facts are not

completely accurate.We are waiting for the revised edition.

Sent this to my homesick Navy son stationed in Hawaii. Ironic that while stationed in "paradise"- he

longs for his own home paradise of a familiar chili parlor. He read this while on watch. I need to find

more Cincinnati based books to send him.
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